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The Cape Gannet

A Supreme diving bird

SHARP-EYED

Plunge dive from heights of up to 30 m

In order to see long distances while searching
for shoals of fish, these supreme hunters of the
sea have binocular vision. Their eyes are
situated forward on their heads allowing them
to see far ahead to pinpoint their prey and
judge distances accurately as they dive.

FUN FACT

The Cape Gannet can drop out of
the sky just like a jet fighter pilot,
plummeting towards the sea at
speeds of up to 100 km/h!
A human diver would do some
serious damage at that speed.

CRASH TEST
DUMMIES

Cape Gannets are social foragers,
hunting during the day in large,
conspicuous groups. When diving, they
sometimes collide with one another in
their frenzy to catch fleeing fish.

ADAPTED TO DIVE

How does the gannet prevent injury when diving
at high speed?
A reinforced skull and specially adapted neck muscles help
absorb impact with the water.
Gannets have special air sacs under the skin of the head,
neck, and chest, which act like bubble-wrap, helping to
cushion their entry into the water.
By tucking in their wings, and extending their long necks
when diving, their streamlined, missile-shaped bodies
help minimise the impact with the water.

Dive up to 10 m underwater

FIZZING BULLETS

Excellent underwater predators, Cape Gannets use their
powerful, partly folded wings and large, webbed feet to
swim quickly underwater in pursuit of fish.
To avoid being robbed of their meal by fellow gannets, they
usually eat it on the way back up to the surface.
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To prevent water shooting up their nostrils during
high speed plunges, their nostrils are concealed by a
covering of hard tissue.

Swim to depths of up to 20 m

UNDERWATER HUNTERS

The gannet’s streamlined body helps it maintain
momentum under water by reducing drag. They
are propelled up to 10 m under the water, with a
stream of air bubbles trailing behind, just like fizzing
bullets.
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